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Digital Asset Management Solution

Top Five Ways Any Business 
Can Benefit from Box
Every business, no matter what size, has documents and information that are the foundation of the 

company. Team members need to access and collaborate on critical documents, presentations and files, 

and that information needs to stay secure through multiple levels of reviews and approvals. Box serves 

as a central content repository that provides best-in-class security for your information, as well as the 

robust collaboration tools your team needs to be productive and keep your business competitive in 

an ever changing market. 

By using Box, your business can operate faster across all departments, ensure everyone is aligned and 

drive growth while maintaining security of your files to keep your projects running smoothly. 
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Operate faster and better across 
every department
 Content is the core currency of your business. It’s at the centre of every project, campaign or initiative. 

And, for too long, you’ve had to rely on email, file servers or hard-to-use FTP sites to share and collaborate. 

But with Box there’s a better way.

Easy sharing and 
collaboration for everyone

More than 275,000 businesses 

around the world use Box every day to 

access, share and collaborate on content. 

Box makes it easy to collaborate anywhere 

and maintain the highest levels of control, 

privacy and protection. Get control and 

give IT visibility into what’s happening 

at all times.

Reduce email overhead 

Collaborating through email 

is painful and time consuming. 

With Box, collaboration happens in-context 

with commenting and tasks. Teammates 

see updates in real-time, and @mentions 

engage experts on critical updates.

Work the way you want

With Box, get work done on 

your terms. Integrate with Outlook, 

Microsoft Office365 and Google Docs, 

and keep your current workflow. Offline? 

No problem. Box Sync keeps all your 

important files instantly ready for you 

on your desktop.

Scott Blanck
IT Director, Corporate Environments

“Box has cut the time from job 
completion to invoicing by over 50%. 
Needless to say, the accounting 
department loves Box.”
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Get everyone aligned, from anywhere
As companies grow and expand, inefficiencies begin to impact productivity and communication. 

These challenges emerge through departmental, geographical and organisational growth, but with 

Box, you can get everyone aligned, communicate clearly and work towards your common success.

Promote personal 
accountability 

Every Box user has a personal 

profile that publishes activity, letting 

teammates see what colleagues are 

up to and discover hidden experts in the 

company. Updates adhere to Box security, 

keeping your confidential content and 

conversations safe.

Run in real time

Real-time notifications can alert 

you every time someone uploads, 

edits, comments or downloads content so 

you can stay up on top of what’s happening 

with critical projects. 

Automate approval processes

With Box, assign tasks to key 

contributors to ensure timely 

review and approval of your projects, 

and give everyone instant visibility into 

the latest status. 

Scott Blanck
IT Director, Corporate Environments

“You’d think the finance team would 
be worried about putting sensitive 
information like salaries right online. 
But with the Box permission structure 
and strong security, they’re totally 
comfortable with Box.”
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Drive growth. Maintain control.
Businesses adopt Box to accelerate growth, create more efficient operations and expand their reach. 

Box collaboration and content tools let you operate effectively in the field, answer questions authoritatively 

and share knowledge back to the team.

Keep everyone current 

Keeping the latest and 

greatest information at 

your team’s fingertips is critical to 

massively successful projects, and 

Box ensures your team is always 

working on the latest version of each 

document. Track all changes through 

version history, and always have the 

latest information to make the right 

decision for the business. 

Accelerate the 
feedback loop

Commenting and discussions 

in Box make it easy for the field to 

give instant feedback to headquarters. 

This allows product and marketing 

executives to better focus their efforts 

and build assets that really make 

a difference.

Find the best path 
forward

Understand which content 

is being shared with customers and 

partners with Box access stats. With 

the critical insight into what’s working 

and what’s not, you can make better 

decisions and drive rapid change.
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Share confidently with secure workspaces
Some projects require the highest levels of confidentiality to succeed — anything from a new acquisition, 

partnership or confidential board communications. When the stakes are high it’s important that only the 

right people have access to this information.

Most secure cloud 
platform

With a highly 

scalable infrastructure, 

constant monitoring, threat 

assessments and full end-to-

end encryption, Box maintains 

the most secure platform 

in the cloud. With SSAE 16 

Type II compliance, 256-bit 

encryption and Safe Harbor 

certifications, you can trust 

your content is safe with Box.

Control access 
and external 
collaborators

With Box you can ensure 

only the right people have 

access to confidential content 

when they need it, with seven 

permission levels depending 

on what the user needs to do. 

You can also get a one-glance 

view of every user inside your 

organisation and whom they’re 

collaborating with. See external 

users, find externally shared 

content and bring unauthorised 

users under management.

Audit, report and 
monitor

Security doesn’t 

stop with our infrastructure 

and encryption. Box provides 

detailed monitoring, search 

and reporting let you easily 

see who is storing information, 

know with whom they’re 

sharing it and find content 

anywhere, fast.
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Keep any project running smoothly
Executing critical projects requires everyone to be completely aligned on information, timelines and 

approvals. With Box, organisations manage key corporate initiatives with ease, from opening new offices 

or stores to implementing new HR policies. 

Assign and track 
important tasks. 

Box makes it simple for 

any project to run smoothly with 

simple but powerful task management. 

Instantly assign tasks to team members 

to get speedy approvals or reviews 

of project files. 

Get work done faster 

Focus on progress, not 

process. Box reduces 

the inefficiencies of email, version 

management and miscommunication 

by centralising collaboration around 

content. Automatic version histories, 

comments and @mentions, get more 

done, faster. 

Work anywhere 

With Box, be productive 

anywhere, using your 

favourite mobile device. Partnerships 

with more than 100 of your favourite 

iOS, Android and Windows productivity 

apps mean you can create or edit 

content anywhere.


